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Forestry Focused
UFORE
Urban Forest Strategy
Tree Bylaw
Pervious Study
London Plan



Urban Forest Strategy 2014



Strategic Direction #4 – Become one of the greenest cities in Canada!
•Protect and enhance the health of our Natural Heritage System.
•Strengthen our urban forest by monitoring its condition, planting more, 
protecting more, and better maintaining trees and woodlands.
•Promote linkages between the environmental and health, such as the role 
of active mobility in improving health, supporting healthy lifestyles and 
reducing GHG.



Terminology “Tap Dance”
Tree Canopy = Leaf Cover
Natural habitat = ?
Naturalized vegetation = 
Natural Cover = ??
Protected Lands = 
Landscape health = 
Natural capital / natural 
systems =
Green infrastructure =







“Check Your Toilet” - Building on the success of 
the Value of Water campaign that was a key 
component of the recent rate structure change, 
City staff has developed a campaign to help 
educate water customers about the biggest water 
waster in their home: the toilet. This two year 
campaign includes a 15 second commercial on 
Rogers TV, advertisements on rink boards around 
the city’s arenas, 4 Zamboni wraps, and a “Power 
Ring” animation during London Knights home 
games. As part of the campaign, toilet leak tests 
are distributed to all the arenas where the ads are 
posted so that anyone can go and check their own 
toilet for leaks. 
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Environmental Stewardship – 3 Triggers to Behaviour 
Modification



Data Mining and Targeting the Message

Byron Parks and 
Pervious Places





Willingdon Neighbourhood



Tanglewood Orchard Housing Co-op





Get Growing with Frankie Flowers



New Partnership with CC

Existing Partners



Questions?


